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John Wolf Brennan and his CDs: Colorful alpine tones merge with
great formation
! Entertainment, switzerland

At the Alpentöne Festival last year, Weggis-based musician and composer John Wolf Brennan was

celebrated with his latest work: Now "got hard" has also been released on CD.

Pirmin Bossart 29.9.2018, 17:06 clock

John Wolf Brennan on February 10, 2014, shortly before his 60th
birthday, for the KKL Luzern. (Image: Corinne Glanzmann)
Writing a complete work for orchestra, jazz quartet and soloists is an ambitious undertaking for a composer,

especially since three months later only a minimum of rehearsals were available. But the imaginative pianist

and composer John Wolf Brennan had been so drunk.

More impressive was the result with which Brennan entertains the audience and the critics at the premiere in
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2017 in Altdorf. Radio SRF has recorded the implementation of «hard». Now the CD is available. «Got hard»

is a colorful mix of modern wind music, jazz, folk music, influences of improvisation and world music. In the

composition of more than 70 minutes, swinging orchestral passages, overtone singing, yodelling, jazz, alpine

horn, electric guitar, groove and experimental music meet without getting in the way. Brennan has put his

ideas, which also appear from the joke of his title, in a good way.

Between Alpine swing and Fellini waltz
The central organ of the orchestra is the alpine wind group consisting of local musicians (under the direction

of Michel Truniger, Philip Gisler), whose "FunPhare for the Common Sense" represents its versatility between

the Alpine swing and the Fellini roller. Then there is Brennan's pan-European folk-jazz quartet Pago Libre,

which illuminates the heavy content of the Alpine orchestra with funky lines and jazzy lightness. Soloists

include the Russian alpenhorn Arkady Shilkloper, the French percussionist Patrice Héral, the Swiss-Irish

guitarist Christy Doran and the singer Christian Zehnder who lives in Basel.

Looking back at the many works of Brennan, his solo piano recordings, collaborations between improvisation,

jazz and dada, to large-scale music theater projects, everyone knows how versatile his ideas are. With "got

hard" he succeeds in gaining inspiration and connecting the ensembles. "Got hard" gives the Alpentöne

orchestra a suitable place, confronts it with soft avant-garde playing styles and thus also forms a bridge to an

audience that is otherwise accustomed to more classical wind music.

On pilgrimage with «Oriental Orbit»
In a very different context we hear John Wolf Brennan on "Oriental Orbit", the second CD of his trio Pelgrims.

Brennan goes on a gentle, sound journey with the Palestinian-Israeli percussionist Tony Majdalani and

Lucerne guitarist Marco Jencarelli. She is so intimately woven that after 25 minutes you think you've already

heard a whole CD. The music sounds like a soundtrack for modern pilgrims who are looking for something

far, universal, soul-calming between the western and the eastern paths.

She has a natural spiritual appearance. Arab scales and moods often form the basis. It is a transparent

environment that goes beyond the usual jazz, blues or pop themes. The soundscape is infused with the gelis,

the ghosts and whispers of many instruments and the oriental meandering voice of the percussionist.

The fact that excerpts from Joyce & # 39; s Finnegans Wake are read on a longer track is almost too much of

a good thing. Anyway, the three musicians barely breathe during this acoustic pilgrimage and still take a turn

for it. That makes the CD, with all its quality, almost endless.
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